
Introduction of Captain America (Steve Rogers) in AVENGERS ASSEMBLE 
 

 
The establishing shot is a slow dolly shot which moves past a pair 
of boxing gloves on a boxing ring, then focussing of someone 
working a punching bag in the distance. The location suggests this 
person is in training, is physically fit, and potentially 
strong/powerful. 
 
 
 

 
Cut to a mid-shot directly behind the character as 
he punches the bag.  This shot slowly pushes in on 
his back, perhaps suggesting that we are closing in 
on him, or moving closer to his point of view?   
 
This gives a very clear view of his powerful and 
muscular physique, his white vest (connotations of 
colour white?) with no sleeves highlighting his 
muscular arms. 
 
 

Cut to a very low angle shot of him punching the bag.  This suggests his towering stature or power.  The shot is also 
a dolly shot, slowly moving closer to him, making him seem taller.  This continues the suggestion that we are getting 
closer to him not only physically but emotionally. 
 

 
 

Then there is the first brief flashback of Captain America running through a battlefield with other soldiers, 
explosions in the background.  
 
This allows the first glimpse of his uniform – the red white and blue colours of his outfit and the shield reflecting the 
colours of the American flag – a cultural reference as well as symbolic of Captain America and what he, and the flag 
stand for: truth, justice and the American Way? The shield itself suggests defence, battle, war, conflict.  This man 
is/was soldier. 
 

Cut to the first close-up of his face as he punches the bag.  His 
face is screwed up in determination, pain, perhaps anger – 
reflecting on that flashback perhaps? 
 

 
Second brief flashback 
of him defending 
himself from a gun 
blast with his shield. 
 



Cut to a close up of his torso and arms as he furiously continues to punch the bag, with a cut to a shot just behind 
his head, his movement in this tighter framing seeming more violent and energetic as he moves. 
 
Intercut are more shots of him punching alongside brief flashbacks – a large airplane, him piloting the plane looking 
concerned as it is plummeting, a shot of a glowing blue cube, a brief glimpse of a photograph of a woman on the 
cockpit and a shot from behind the pilot’s seat showing ice 
ground coming closer. 
 
These brief flashbacks represent the images flitting through his 
mind, almost overwhelming him with a range of emotions at his 
experiences, successes, losses. 
 
This rapidly edited sequence continues with a mid-long shot of 
him punching the bag from the side – the camera dollies in 
again, getting closer to him as he punches furiously. 

 
 
A close up shot of Captain America lying on a slab, covered in 
snow and ice which rapidly pulls back revealing that he is being 
scanned by scientists wearing white coats and gloves. He has 
seemingly survived the plane crash and being in ice.  This man is 
very powerful. 
 
 

 

 
 
A cut to a close up of his final strong punch which 
jump cuts to a long shot from the side, showing his 
punch, rips the bag from the hook, shooting the bag 
across the room and onto the floor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cut to a mid-shot of him looking off camera at the fallen bag.  Face still concerned, exhausted.  The shot is 
continuous as he slowly walks back and picks up another bag from a line of bags on the floor.  He obviously intends 
to keep punching.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This suggests that he really is working through his emotions and memories. There is even the possibility that he is 
haunted by his past – perhaps even experiencing Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).  This is all before Nick Fury 
arrives and we hear their conversation.  With no dialogue, the filmmakers have truly established his character. 


